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22B - KAYLEY ALANNAH
As a werewolf, Talon is no stranger to secrets, and he can sense that the psychic
Kenna is keeping something from him.
But Talon is powerfully drawn to the mysterious stranger, and the urge to claim
her is just as strong as the instinct to
keep himself guarded. With impossible
secrets keeping them apart and the
threat from the other world drawing
near, their fate hangs in the balance—
unless they can learn to trust each other.
Theodore Prime composed Burning Desire while a senior at Notre Dame High
School in Lawrenceville, New Jersey. A
writer of poetry since he was 12 years
old, Theo often reﬂected upon the things
a man in love thinks about but never
says to the object of his aﬀections. This
collection of poems is his ﬁrst attempt to
capture the essence of these feelingsthe
yearning, the longing, the hurt, the anguish, and even the despair that torments a man who plays the game of love
. . . and often loses. And while men certainly will identify with the feelings found

here, it is the women among his readers
whom Theo really is addressing. For it is
they who ﬁnally will secure a window into a mans heart and see, perhaps for the
ﬁrst time, how vulnerable men really
are.
This special ebook edition of Sherry Thomas's extraordinary romantic fantasy debut, The Burning Sky—the ﬁrst in the Elemental Trilogy—features a repackaged
cover for her legions of romance fans
and an excerpt from the sequel, The Perilous Sea. Iolanthe Seabourne is the
greatest elemental mage of her generation—or so she's been told. The one
prophesied for years to be the savior of
the Realm. It is her duty and destiny to
face and defeat the Bane, the most powerful tyrant and mage the world has ever
known. This would be a suicide task for
anyone, let alone a reluctant sixteen-year-old girl with no training. Guided by his mother's visions and committed to avenging his family, Prince Titus
has sworn to protect Iolanthe even as he
prepares her for their battle with the
Bane. But he makes the terrifying mis-
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take of falling in love with the girl who
should have been only a means to an
end. Now, with the servants of the tyrant
closing in, Titus must choose between
his mission—and her life.
His witch is running from a dark past.
He'd hunt and destroy all of her monsters if he can win her trust. Zoey —
He’s coming for me and will stop at nothing to take my magic—including anyone
who stands in his way. I’ve been running
from the demons of my past for two long
years. Then I meet a guy who tugs at my
heart and mind, but I don’t dare let him
in. It’s safer for everyone, but especially
for Cole. Cole — Zoey’s a powerful witch.
I’ve seen her in action, but she’s running
from something or somebody. I’ve been
trying to get close to her since the ﬁrst
day I saw her, but she keeps me at arm's
length. Just when I thought we’d made a
connection, something spooked her
again. I want to slay all her dragons, or
die trying—if she’ll let me. *Start this
fast-paced, slow burn shifter/witch, clean
paranormal romantic suspense tonight!
Then read Ashes - a Burning Moon novella, if you haven’t already—Where the
McKenzie brothers' adventure began.
★★★★★ “Blaze, third in the Burning
Moon series, was everything I had hoped
for and more. Witty banter and a captivating plot had me ﬂying through the
pages. I enjoy hearing both Cole's and
Zoey’s perspective. By giving each a
voice, I feel this creates intimacy in the
characters as well as heightens the anticipation of what is next to come. We ﬁnd
out more about Zoey and her backstory,
how she ultimately ends up in Flagstaﬀ,
and why she keeps to herself or tries to.
A must read book! Prepare to experience
all the “feels.”” — READER REVIEW
From the author of the 100,000 copy-selling rom-com, Love to Hate You! No
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one makes you laugh like Jo Watson! 'If
you want a book to make you feel better,
to make you laugh and smile, go read
this' NetGalley reviewer If you love Sophie Ranald, Sophie Kinsella and Paige
Toon, you'll LOVE Jo Watson! 'Funny, relatable and a good read' 5* reader review 'Like a hug in the shape of a book'
5* reader review 'Deﬁnitely one everyone should read' 5* reader review 'Loved
this book! Entertaining and well written, I
couldn't put it down' 5* reader review
There's a ﬁne line between love and
hate... Poppy Peterson is about to be
evicted if she doesn't pay her rent. She
used to be an actress on a telenovela until her character, Ramona Gonzalez, Executive Administrative Assistant to the
CEO, was killed oﬀ. Unfortunately, dead
characters can't pay the bills. Ryan Stark
is a tough boss - especially if you're his
assistant. He's been through ﬁve in the
last two months and now no one wants
to work for him. He needs an assistant
who can meet his demands. And he can
be very demanding. Poppy's been an assistant before - well, on screen anyway.
It can't be that hard to do in real life,
right? Two things are for sure. Poppy is
about to play the role of a lifetime. And
Ryan is about to learn a whole new lesson about what's really important in life.
Don't miss Jo's laugh-out-loud rom-coms,
Love You, Love You Not, Love to Hate
You, Burning Moon, Almost A Bride, Finding You, After the Rain and The Great Exscape. Love funny, romantic stories? You
don't want to miss Jo Watson: 'The perfect choice for fans of romantic comedies' Gina's Bookshelf 'It was amazing, it
was hilarious' Rachel's Random Reads 'A
brilliant read from beginning to end'
Hopeless Romantics
When you're sixteen and no one understands who you are, sometimes the only
choice left is to run. If you're lucky, you
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ﬁnd a place that accepts you, no questions asked. And if you're really lucky,
that place has a drum set, a place to
practice, and a place to sleep. For Kid,
the streets of Greenpoint, Brooklyn, are
that place. Over the course of two scorching summers, Kid falls hopelessly in love
and then loses nearly everything and everyone worth caring about. But as summer draws to a close, Kid ﬁnally ﬁnds
someone who can last beyond the
sunset. Brooklyn, Burning is a fearless
and unconventional love story. Brezenoﬀ
never identiﬁes the gender of his two
main characters, and readers will draw
their own conclusions about Kid and
Scout. Whatever they decide, Brooklyn,
Burning is not a book any teen reader
will soon forget. Brooklyn, Burning is the
story of two summers in Brooklyn, two
summers of ﬁres, music, loss, and ultimately, love.
Book 2 of The Cambion Chronicles Dating the most popular guy in school is every girl's fantasy. But to Samara Marshall, he's a dangerous force come to
rekindle their tangled past. Only it's not
her past. . . Samara faces a challenging
senior year. Controlling her inner demon
is a struggle, even with help from her
Cambion boyfriend, Caleb. But her life
takes a turn for the worse when the
hottest jock in school begins pursuing
her--especially since Malik's anything but
what he seems. They share a connection
from a forgotten past--a secret that
could destroy her and Caleb. As the attraction becomes harder to resist, Samara is now at the mercy of the demon
within her. To break free, Sam must ﬁght
a battle where she is the enemy and the
prize. . .and victory will come at a deadly
price. Praise for Living Violet "Sexy and
snarky! I dare you not to laugh while
reading this fantastic debut." --Kody Keplinger, author of The Duﬀ and Shut Out
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"Jaime Reed breathes fresh life into
paranormal romance." --Lee Nichols, author of the Haunting Emma series
A totalitarian regime has ordered all
books to be destroyed, but one of the
book burners suddenly realizes their merit.
A soulful mystery for fans of Thirteen
Reasons Why and Paper Towns When Nicole Castro, the most beautiful girl in her
wealthy New Jersey high school, is
splashed with acid on the left side of her
perfect face, the world takes notice. But
quiet loner Jay Nazarro does more than
that—he decides to ﬁnd out who did it.
Jay understands how it feels to be treated like a freak, and he also has a secret:
He’s a brilliant hacker. But the deeper he
digs, the more danger he’s in—and the
more he falls for Nicole. Too bad everyone is turning into a suspect, including
Nicole herself.
While hunting a powerful female vampire
who is wreaking havoc in a small South
Carolina town, Diana London, a werewolf, encounters Llyr Galatyn, the king of
Cachamwri Sidhe, who makes all of her
erotic fantasies come true. Original.
If you like Teen Wolf, True Bood and Vampire Diaries, you'll love the Burning Moon
Series by R.K. Close! Fire Captain Liam
McKenzie has a secret. He and his
brothers are wolf-shifters living among
the unsuspecting community of Flagstaﬀ, Arizona. They’ve made the mountain town their home but when a group
of vampires takes up residency there,
the town may not be big enough for two
supernatural species. Jessica Parker is a
tenacious news reporter, looking for her
big break. When she attempts to interview the handsome ﬁre captain who discovered two bodies in the woods, she’s
met with stubborn resistance which only
encourages Jess to dig deeper. Liam
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feels himself drawn to the nosy reporter,
but he isn't the only head that Jessica
has turned. When a dangerous rogue
vampire takes an interest in more than
just the new she's reporting, the stakes
rise. The McKenzie brothers have much
to lose if they stay and an uncertain future if they leave and what would happen to the town if they go? Start reading
the ﬁrst book in the BURNING MOON SERIES for free! ★★★★★ “This was one of
those books that grabbed my attention
from the very beginning. The author develops the characters very well so that
you feel like you know them and it
makes the story easier to follow as each
character has purpose.” Amazon Reader
Review ★★★★★ “If you are a fan of
paranormal romance and in particular,
shape-shifting wolves, then this new series is a must read…” Amazon Reader Review BURNING MOON SERIES Spark - #1
(eBook & Print) Ignite - #2 (eBook & Print) Blaze - #3 (Coming in 2020) Ashes #4 (eBook & Print)
That awkward moment you catch your
boyfriend in bed with another woman
and then mistakenly get arrested
#chargesdropped Annie knows life isn't
always fair. Sometimes you win. Sometimes you lose. Sometimes you get mistaken for a crazed intruder when you
come home early and ﬁnd your
boyfriend wearing nipple clamps with a
coworker on the night you thought he
was going to propose to you. The important thing is to move on, and for Annie
that means treating herself to a tropical
vacation. But when she runs into her ex
and his new woman staying at the same
resort, reason is washed out to sea.
Caught oﬀ guard, Annie pretends she's
with Chris, a cute screenwriter she
meets on the beach. With his own writing blocked, Chris is happy to help Annie
craft a story to save face. Soon Annie is-
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n't just getting over her ex, she's getting
under Chris. As her ﬁctional feelings
grow increasingly real, Annie has to decide if she's ready to risk her heart on a
new relationship. "Top Pick! Almost a
Bride put a smile on my face more than
once. The dialogue was witty, the words
were well-written and the heroine was
one-of-a-kind." ---Harlequin Junkie
Three determined heroines, three wildly
diﬀerent men, all at one incredible
price— $4.99. Share their joys, their frustrations, their adventures in these delicious new books: Burning Moon by Jo
Watson—When her ﬁancé dumps her ten
minutes before she's supposed to walk
down the aisle, Lilly goes a little…crazy.
She also goes to Thailand. On the trip
that was supposed to be her honeymoon, Lilly gets arrested, sets herself on
ﬁre, and maybe—just maybe—ﬁnds new
love. Girls' Guide to Getting It Together
by Amber Lindley—Inspired by a conﬁdence-boosting guide she ﬁnds in a magazine, Megan decides it's time to transform her life. But she can't even manage
to buy a bra that ﬁts or cook a real meal.
What are the chances that number
six—"Ask a guy who you think is way out
of your league out on a date"—is going
to lead to anything but disaster? Rookie
in Love by Sarah White—Madeline's family has her whole life mapped out for her.
She'll forget about her youthful dreams,
marry a junior executive at her father's
company and produce some photogenic
grandchildren. But, on the night of her
twenty-ﬁrst birthday, she meets Jackson.
And Jackson changes everything….
From the author of the 100,000 copy-selling rom-com, Love to Hate You! No
one makes you laugh like Jo Watson! 'I
seriously could not stop from turning
page after page of this book' Goodreads
reviewer If you love Sophie Ranald, So-
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phie Kinsella and Paige Toon, you'll LOVE
Jo Watson! When you go to Greece to
meet your family but end up snogging
your smokin' hot tour guide #sorrynotsorry Jane is fed up of being the odd one
out in her adoptive family. So in a very
un-Jane-like move she books a lastminute ticket to ﬁnd her birth father and the real Jane. Armed with the knowledge that he was a tour guide called Dimitri, and multiple boxes of condoms from
her mother (#cringe), she sets oﬀ. It
turns out that everyone in Greece is
called Dimitri, including her very own
sexy tour guide, who strikes her a deal.
He'll help if she goes on an adventure
with him. The old Jane would have never
have risked a holiday romance, but the
new Jane has other ideas. As the search
for her father commences, she might
just ﬁnd something else entirely... Don't
miss Jo's laugh-out-loud rom-coms, Love
You, Love You Not, Love to Hate You,
Burning Moon, Almost A Bride, Finding
You, After the Rain and The Great Ex-scape. Love funny, romantic stories? You
don't want to miss Jo Watson: 'The perfect choice for fans of romantic comedies' Gina's Bookshelf 'It was amazing, it
was hilarious' Rachel's Random Reads 'A
brilliant read from beginning to end'
Hopeless Romantics
Red Queen meets Shadow and Bone in
this #1 New York Times bestselling debut about a girl forced to use her gift for
sensing—and absorbing—other people’s
feelings to protect the empire from assassins. Steeped in intrigue and betrayal, Burning Glass captivates with
heartrending romance, dangerous magic, and one girl’s quest for redemption.
In Riaznin, it’s considered an honor for
Auraseers like Sonya—girls with a rare
form of synesthesia—to serve as the emperor’s personal protector, constantly
scanning for feelings of malice and blood-
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lust in the court. But Sonya would rather
be free. After the queen’s murder and a
tragic accident, Sonya is hauled oﬀ to
the palace to guard a charming yet volatile new ruler. But Sonya’s power is
reckless and hard to control. She’s often
carried away by the intense passion of
others. And when a growing rebellion
forces Sonya to side with either the emperor who trusts her or his mysterious
brother, the crown prince, Sonya realizes
she may be the key to saving the empire—or its greatest threat.
On a mission to save her people from extinction, Sabrine pretends she has no memory in order to gain access to her enemies: the Donegal clan. A raven shifter,
she is determined to retrieve the sacred
stone that rightfully belongs to her people. But soon she'll be engulfed in her
burning desire and growing love for the
Donegal laird who believes he saved herand the dangerous and inescapable secrets destined to keep them apart.
Chrechte wolf shifter Caelis turned his
back on his human lover Shona so that
he could remain loyal to his pack. Six
years later, he thinks she’s dead. He’s
wrong... After being rejected by Caelis,
Shona was forced to marry an English
baron. Now she’s on the run from the deceased baron’s heir. Determined to protect her children, she heads north to Balmoral Island, to the only family she has
left. And runs into the one man she never wants to see again—and the only one
who might be able to save her. As powerful and charismatic as ever, Caelis has
been charged with saving his pack from
the corrupt laird ruling them. This time,
however, he refuses to abandon his sacred mate. He lost Shona once and
swears he will never be separated from
her again. Passion and love urge Shona
to join him. But she has to wonder if she
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truly comes before the pack, or if nothing has changed at all…
“Fresh and original . . . full of lush writing
and detailed worldbuilding . . . [with a]
rich fantasy landscape and an almost
Shakespearean feel.”—Paste Twins imbued with incredible magic and near-immortality will do anything to keep their
family in power—even if it tears the family apart—in the ﬁrst book of a mythic
epic fantasy duology from the New York
Times bestselling author of Wilder Girls.
ONE OF THE MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS
OF 2022—BookPage Rhea and Lexos
were born into a family unlike any other.
Together with their siblings, they control
the seasons, the tides, and the stars,
and help their father rule their kingdom.
Thanks to their magic, the family has
ruled for an eternity, and plan to rule for
an eternity more. But Rhea and Lexos
are special: They are twins, bonded
down to the bone, and for the past hundred years, that bond has protected
them as their father becomes an unpredictable tyrant—and his worsening temper threatens the family’s grip on power.
Now, with rival nations ready to attack,
and a rebel movement within their own
borders, Rhea and Lexos must ﬁght to
keep the kingdom—and the family—together, even as treachery, deceit, and
drama threaten to strand the twins on opposite sides of the battleﬁeld. In a Garden Burning Gold is a vividly written, atmospheric saga that explores the limits
of power and the bonds of family—and
how far both can be bent before they
break.
Nine years after leaving in disgrace,
Olivia Morrison is coming home again
with her eight-year-old, Sara, to put
things right with the Archer clan. But
there is no welcome for the prodigal
daughter at the lavish Louisiana estate.
Her stepcousin, Seth, once her only com-
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fort, is icy, dangerously attractive — and
engaged. Her formidable stepgrandfather collapses with a heart attack at the
sight of her, gasping her dead mother’s
name: “Selena!” The bayou echoes with
memories of her mother’s mysterious
death. Suicide by drowning, they said.
But Olivia’s terrifying nightmares
suggest another story. She is determined to learn the truth, and to face a
newly ignited passion for Seth, who is
too close for comfort, despite his vows.
When a new danger threatens her and
her daughter, Olivia must ﬁnd the
courage to confront her old demons ...
and uncover a shocking secret buried in
the long-forgotten past....
Jo Watson's Burning Moon, the runaway
Wattpad sensation, brings you laughter,
adventure and a love story to give you
the warm-and-fuzzies. Perfect for fans of
Lindsey Kelk, Holly Martin, Tracy Bloom
and Giovanna Fletcher. Chase your
dreams. Dance under the stars. Fall in
love at the festival of Burning Moon.
WARNING: Being jilted at the altar in
front of 500 wedding guests can lead to
irrational behaviour, such as going on
your honeymoon to Thailand alone. On
the way to paradise, symptoms may include getting arrested, setting yourself
on ﬁre, turning up on a 'Missing Poster'
and going viral. Side-eﬀects may include
desert island stranding, star gazing and
jungle trekking. Recovery will lead to partying the night away at Burning Moon festival - and falling in love with the person
you least expect... For more hilarious, romantic hijinks, look out for Jo's next unmissable rom-com, Almost A Bride.
To escape execution for a crime she didn't commit, 17-year-old Sev is forced to
run away from the only home she's ever
known in this exciting start to a brandnew fantasy series from a debut author.
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6 x 9.
From the author of the 100,000 copy-selling rom-com, Love to Hate You! No
one makes you laugh like Jo Watson! 'If
you want a book that is TRULY "laugh
out loud" start here' Goodreads reviewer
If you love Sophie Ranald, Sophie Kinsella and Paige Toon, you'll LOVE Jo Watson! 'A hilarious, laugh-out-loud romance
that is a breath of fresh air' 5* reader review 'A masterclass in character development... This is truly a novel for the times
we live in. I would highly recommend' 5*
reader review 'Another absolutely gorgeous read by one of my favourite authors...completely impossible to put
down' 5* reader review 'I loved this
book. It was so funny and I really wish a
movie could be made of it' 5* reader review On the scale of one to worst idea ever, agreeing to give the toast at her best
friend's engagement party when she's
been in love with him for three years
was not Val's ﬁnest decision. Nor was accidentally confessing her love to him in
front of all their guests, including his
ﬁancee. Boarding a plane that will take
her literally anywhere to get away from
the humiliation, Val is pleasantly surprised to ﬁnd herself on the dazzlingly
beautiful island of Reunion where she
hopes she can heal her wounded pride,
broken heart and bruised knees. When a
painful face mask experiment leads her
to a fellow broken-hearted traveller,
Alex, they decide to give each other a
helping hand and follow a foolproof tenstep plan to get over their respective exes. And so begins their crazy adventure.
What could possibly go wrong? Don't
miss Jo's laugh-out-loud rom-coms, Love
You, Love You Not, Love to Hate You,
Burning Moon, Almost A Bride, Finding
You, After the Rain and The Great Ex-scape. Love funny, romantic stories? You
don't want to miss Jo Watson: 'The per-
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fect choice for fans of romantic comedies' Gina's Bookshelf 'It was amazing, it
was hilarious' Rachel's Random Reads 'A
brilliant read from beginning to end'
Hopeless Romantics
"I thoroughly enjoyed the story! So many
things described in Yellowstone ring
true." ~ Kim Allen Scott, author of Yellowstone Denied "I felt as if I were there
with the protagonist Graham...an excellent novel." ~ Brian R. Smith, author of
Samworth Books Pennsylvania, 1971:
Graham Davidson is a young man with
survivor's guilt after the death of three siblings. Estranged from his father and
seeking a direction in his life, Graham
learns about vision quests from a Crow
Indian. He secures seasonal employment
in Yellowstone National Park and embarks on a spiritual journey. Wyoming
Territory, 1871: Under a full moon at a
sacred thermal area, Graham ﬁnds himself in Yellowstone a century earlier one year before it was established as a
national park. He joins the Hayden Expedition which was commissioned to explore the region. Although a military escort provides protection for the explorers, the cavalry's notorious lieutenant
threatens Graham. His perilous journey
through the future park is marred by a
horriﬁc tragedy in a geyser basin, a grizzly bear attack, and an encounter with
hostile Blackfeet Indians. Graham falls in
love with Makawee, a beautiful Crow woman who serves as a guide. As the expedition nears its conclusion, Graham is
faced with an agonizing decision. Does
he stay in the previous century with the
woman he loves or travel back to the future? If you enjoyed the movie Dances
with Wolves, appreciate stories of frontiersman, Native Americans, and explorers in the American West, or like the historical time travel adventure of Outlander then you'll love Burning Ground!
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Otherwordly pleasure and dangerous desire stalk the night as immortal creatures, ravenous and unforgiving, take
their prey to the brink of ecstasy and
fear, in this sensual collection of stories
from four best-selling authors--Laurell K.
Hamilton, MaryJanice Davidson, Eileen
Wilks, and Rebecca York. Original.
If you like True Blood, Vampire Diaries,
and Teen Wolf, you love the Burning
Moon Series by RK Close! Bundle and
save. Read the ﬁrst three installments of
the Burning Moon Series by RK Close.
The McKenzie brothers know that the
small mountain community they call
home would never accept them if they
were to discover the ﬁreﬁghting trio are
secretly wolf-shifters. The McKenzie
brothers ﬁght ﬁres, melt hearts and occasionally howl at the moon. From their
humble beginnings to the second action-packed novel, you'll fall in love with the
McKenzie brothers as they ﬁght their
way through life with a mysterious past
and a dangerous secret to protect. Fast-paced, slow burn paranormal romantic
suspense that's sure to keep you reading
far past bedtime. This set includes;
Spark - Novel 1 Ignite - Novel 2 Ashes ~
Novella www.RKCloseBooks.com Paranormal Romantic Suspense /Thriller
The Nature’s Refuge preserve deep in
the southern Georgia swamp was a place
steeped in superstition and legend—and
death. The previous Head Ranger had
ended up dead, but werewolf Adam Marshall is ideally suited to explore the park
and investigate its dangers. But in the
still of the night, a mysterious ﬁre burns,
and even Adam’s highly honed instincts
are disoriented by the thick, drugging
smoke—leading to a near disaster.
Adam’s suspicions are raised by Sara Weston, a biologist who has come to the
swamp to research the vegetation. He
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ﬁnds himself drawn to her in ways he
doesn’t understand, yet ﬁghts the passion that threatens to cloud his judgment. And when a coven of witches with
a score to settle with the locals decides
that Adam and Sara are in their way,
Adam will discover that Sara is hiding secrets as powerful as the one that runs
through his blood.
This is a coming-of-age story of Mr.
Wrenn, an employee of a novelty company, who quits his job after inheriting a
fortune from his father and decides to go
on a voyage to Europe. A brief story on
how the leading character, Mr. Wrenn,
changes his life around. This story is also
a window into the minds of the prewar
people from 1910's New York. Any tired
businessman will ﬁnd just the right cure
for exhaustion in 'Our Mr. Wrenn' Sinclair
Lewis became the ﬁrst writer from the
United States to receive the Nobel Prize
in Literature, which was awarded "for his
vigorous and graphic art of description
and his ability to create, with wit and humor, new types of characters." He used
the pseudonym Tom Graham for his earlier books. Our Mr. Wrenn: The Romantic
Adventures of a Gentle Man is the ﬁrst
novel published under his real name and
also his ﬁrst serious novel.
The 100,000 copy seller! No one makes
you laugh like Jo Watson! 'I've laughed
out loud far too many times, until my
sides hurt!!' Goodreads reviewer Preorder Jo's hilarious and heartfelt new
rom-com, Just The Way I Am, now! Just
search: 9781472265586 If you love Sophie Ranald, Sophie Kinsella and Paige
Toon, you'll LOVE Jo Watson! 'Made me
laugh from start to ﬁnish' 5 * reader review 'Such an amazing read!' 5 * reader
review 'Had me laughing, crying and
falling in love with the story' 5 * reader
review Sera is usually a good girl. (Except for one wild night in the backseat of
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a stranger's car!) But what happens
when that bad boy turns out to be her
new boss? And what happens when he
wants more than one night...and he can
be very persuasive... For more laugh-out-loud, swoon-worthy hijinks, don't
miss Jo's other laugh-out-loud rom-coms:
Burning Moon, Almost A Bride,Finding
You, After the Rain, The Great Ex-Scape
and Love You, Love You Not! 'Sparkles
from beginning to end. If you love funny
romantic stories you really don't want to
miss Love to Hate You' With Love For
Books 'The perfect choice for fans of romantic comedies' Gina's Bookshelf 'It
was amazing, it was hilarious' Rachel's
Random Reads 'A brilliant read from beginning to end' Hopeless Romantics
'More than just a rom-com, besides the
inevitable plenty of laughs it will have
you wonder, sigh, hope, and dream' Darkest Sins
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dreams. Dance under the stars. Fall in
love at the festival of Burning Moon. Almost a Bride The best way to get over an
ex? Go on an adventure - and have the
time of your life. Finding You Book a
ﬂight. Take a chance. And lose your
heart when you least expect it. After the
Rain She believes in Fate. He believes in
logic. But this unexpected journey could
change everything... The Great Ex-Scape
Two broken hearts. Ten way to get over
an ex. Let the adventure begin.
.................................................................
................ *Previously available only to
Jo's newsletter subscribers! And don't
miss Jo's other funny, romantic hit rom-coms - Love to Hate You, Love You, Love
You Not, You, Me, Forever, Truly, Madly,
Like Me and Just The Way I Am! 'The perfect choice for fans of romantic comedies' Gina's Bookshelf 'A brilliant read
from beginning to end' Hopeless Romantics 'Sitting here open mouthed in disbelief at just how wonderful this book is'
Rachel's Random Reads
Read the ﬁrst three installments of the
Burning Moon Series by R.K. Close. The
McKenzie brothers know that the small
mountain community they call home
would never accept them if they were to
discover the ﬁreﬁghting trio are secretly
wolf-shifters.From their humble beginnings to the second action-packed novel,
you'll fall in love with the McKenzie
brothers as they ﬁght their way through
life with a dangerous secret to protect.This set includes;Ashes ~ Prequel
NovellaSpark (1)Ignite (2)Paranormal Romantic Suspense Thriller.

The novel is structured as a series of vignettes revolving around the origins and
experiences of African Americans in the
United States.
This second book in award-winning, bestselling author Shannon Hale's beloved
Books of Bayern series returns with a gorgeous brand new cover.
FIVE FULL-LENGTH ROM-COMS IN ONE
GLORIOUS COLLECTION! From the author of the 100,000+ copy-selling rom-com, Love to Hate You and the smash-hit
Truly, Madly, Like Me! No one makes you
laugh like Jo Watson! Not Just a Holiday
Romance brings together ﬁve of Jo's
best-loved full-length rom-coms in one
gloriously escapist, laugh-out-loud collection, and also features a 20,000 word
bonus novella to ﬁnd out what happened
next to Lilly, Annie, Jane, Stormy and
Val!*
.................................................................
................ Burning Moon Chase your

His witch is running from a dark past.
He'd hunt and destroy all of her monsters, if she'd only trust him. Cole, the
youngest of the McKenzie shifters, longs
to be closer to a beautiful red-head
named Zoey, but she keeps him at a dis-
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tance. Cole knows there's something between them. He's certain of the chemistry, but can he convince her to trust
him? Zoey has reasons for staying away
from everyone--its safer for them. She
didn't move to Flagstaﬀ for the great
weather or the outdoor sports--she's on
the run from a psychotic ex-boyfriend
who took a walk on the dark side and
never returned--until now. She knows
Cole wants to help, even if he doesn't understand the danger, but Zoey won't risk
Cole or any of her new friends getting
hurt. Does she have what it takes to
stand and ﬁght or is running away the only option to protect Cole and the others?
When Zoey's enemy discovers her latest
hiding spot, will the tentative relationship they both crave be strong enough
to survive or is the right choice the most
diﬃcult to make for Zoey--leave before
she's responsible for any more deaths.
Read the latest novel in the Burning
Moon Seires tonight!
You, Me, Forever is the glorious new
rom-com, from the author of the ebook
bestsellers Love to Hate You and Love
You, Love You Not - guaranteed to make
you laugh and make you cry! If you love
Sophie Ranald, Sophie Kinsella and Paige
Toon, you'll LOVE Jo Watson! Readers
say her books are 'like a great big hug
from your best friend'! Readers are raving about YOU, ME, FOREVER! 'Sitting
here open mouthed in disbelief at just
how wonderful this book is' Rachel's Random Reads 'An addictive read, it is heartbreaking at times but ultimately a stunning heart-warming read' Donna's Book
Blog 'Will deﬁnitely be reading more by
this author' Captured on Film Blog It all
started with faulty elevator - and a love
letter... Writer Becca Thorne needs an
idea - fast! She might have a huge bestseller to her name but, with the deadline
for book two approaching, Becca knows
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she's in danger of losing the career she
cares so much about. But Fate has other
plans for her when she almost plummets
to her death with two strangers in a faulty elevator. Although Becca emerges in
one piece, her precious vintage handbag
doesn't, and that's when she realises
that inspiration has been with her alll
along. Hidden inside the bag's now-torn
lining is a set of beautiful love letters. It
might not be her story, yet Becca can't
seem to get the romantic words out of
her head and feels compelled to discover
who wrote the letters. But there's more
waiting for Becca than the tale of a romance from long ago - it might be the
chance to live her own love story and follow the path Fate has always intended
her to... Don't miss Jo's laugh-out-loud
rom-coms, Love You, Love You Not, Love
to Hate You, Burning Moon, Almost A
Bride, Finding You, After the Rain and
The Great Ex-scape. Love funny, romantic stories? You don't want to miss Jo Watson: 'The perfect choice for fans of romantic comedies' Gina's Bookshelf 'A brilliant read from beginning to end' Hopeless Romantics
A collection of four paranormal romance
stories includes Meljean Brook's "Here
There Be Monsters," in which a desperate woman strikes a devil's bargain to
gain overseas passage.
“It begins with a child . . .” So opens Jane
Mendelsohn’s powerful, riveting new novel. A classic family tale colliding with the
twenty-ﬁrst century, Burning Down the
House tells the story of two girls. Neva,
from the mountains of Russia, was sold
into the sex trade at the age of ten; Poppy is the adopted daughter of Steve, the
patriarch of a successful New York real
estate clan, the Zanes. She is his sister’s
orphaned child. One of these young women will unwittingly help bring down this
grand household with the inexorability of
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Greek tragedy, and the other will summon everything she’s learned and all her
strength to try to save its members from
themselves. In cinematic, dazzlingly described scenes, we enter the lavish universe of the Zane family, from a wedding
in an English manor house to the trans-global world of luxury hotels and restaurants—from New York to Rome, Istanbul
to Laos. As we meet them all—Steve’s second wife, his children from his ﬁrst marriage, the twins from the second, their
friends and household staﬀ—we enter
with visceral immediacy an emotional
world ﬁlled with a dynamic family’s
loves, jealousies, and yearnings. In lush,
exact prose, Mendelsohn transforms
their private stories into a panoramic drama about a family’s struggles to face the
challenges of internal rivalry, a tragic
love, and a shifting empire. Set against
the backdrop of ﬁnancial crisis, globalization, and human traﬃcking, the novel
ﬁnds inextricable connections between
the personal and the political. Dramatic,
compassionate, and psychologically complex, Burning Down the House is both
wrenching and unputdownable, an unforgettable portrayal of a single family
caught up in the earthquake that is our
contemporary world.
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nald, Sophie Kinsella and Paige Toon,
you'll LOVE Jo Watson! Some opposites
attract; some rip each other's clothes oﬀ.
Stormy-Rain and Marcus could not be
more diﬀerent: she's a free-spirited, rainbow-haired hippie; he wears a suit and
over-shines his already too-shiny shoes.
She believes in auras; he's governed by
logic and doesn't believe in Fate. But
Fate believes in them... So what happens
when their worlds collide - and they are
forced to embark on an epic road trip to
catch a plane to a wedding on the other
side of the world? The clock is ticking...and they're seriously ticking each
other oﬀ. But Stormy and Marcus are
about to discover just how thin the line
between love and hate really is. Don't
miss Jo's laugh-out-loud rom-coms, Love
You, Love You Not, Love to Hate You,
Burning Moon, Almost A Bride, Finding
You, After the Rain and The Great Ex-scape. Love funny, romantic stories? You
don't want to miss Jo Watson: 'The perfect choice for fans of romantic comedies' Gina's Bookshelf 'It was amazing, it
was hilarious' Rachel's Random Reads 'A
brilliant read from beginning to end'
Hopeless Romantics
Sev must decode her mother’s last
words to ﬁnd the cure to Sleeping Sickness before Dr. Yang can use it to blackmail the world into submitting to his rule
in this thrilling ﬁnale to the Last Star
Burning trilogy. Sev ﬁnally knows where
to ﬁnd the cure to Sleeping Sickness.
The only problem is that she’s trapped in
an endless sleep herself after refusing to
give up her secrets to Dr. Yang. Howl is
determined to save Sev, but he has no
idea where Dr. Yang is keeping her.
When he runs into a group ﬂeeing Port
North on a mission of their own, he has
no choice but to follow and hope they
can get him back to the mountains before it’s too late. June, infected with SS

Johnny Marshall, a young werewolf,
heads west and changes his identity to
that of Sam Morgan, who is dedicated to
protecting the land, but his plans are undermined by his growing attraction to
the lumber baron's daughter, Olivia.
From the author of the 100,000 copy-selling rom-com, Love to Hate You! No
one makes you laugh like Jo Watson! 'Jo
Watson's writing puts you in a better
mood. Brilliant' Goodreads reviewer Preorder Jo's uplifting new rom-com, Truly,
Madly, Like Me, now! Just search:
9781472265555 If you love Sophie Ra-
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by the very people she calls family, has
now become the one thing she most
fears. She’s supposed to be Port North’s
insurance that Howl and Sev return with
the cure, but June has other ideas. And
Tai-ge, reunited with the Reds, is airlifted
to the City now overrun by SS. He’s
charged with getting the factories running again by any means necessary—no
matter how many Sephs stand in his
way. There’s only one thing strong
enough to unite people who have been
ﬁghting for years, and Sev holds the key
to it inside her mind. If she can’t reach
the cure in time, there may not be anyone left to save.
From the author of the 100,000 copy-selling rom-com, Love to Hate You! No
one makes you laugh like Jo Watson! 'I
couldn't stop laughing ... this was outstanding' Goodreads reviewer If you love
Sophie Ranald, Sophie Kinsella and Paige
Toon, you'll LOVE Jo Watson! That moment you catch your boyfriend in bed
with another woman and then mistakenly get arrested. #awks Annie doesn't
want to dwell on the fact that she walked
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in on her bf wearing nipple clamps on
the day he was meant to propose to her.
She just wants to move on - cue escaping to a tropical paradise. Life is dreamy
on the beaches of Mauritius, until the
nightmarish appearance of her ex and
the 'other woman'. Faced with the enemy, Annie refuses to look like the sad,
lonely single she actually is. She needs a
decoy - and fast. Enter Chris, a sexy
screenwriter who agrees to play her pretend boyfriend. But as a battle of the exes commences, the white sand, tropical
heat and a pina colada (or ﬁve) might
just be the cocktail for a real romance and the adventure of a lifetime. Don't
miss Jo's laugh-out-loud rom-coms, Love
You, Love You Not, Love to Hate You,
Burning Moon, Almost A Bride, Finding
You, After the Rain and The Great Ex-scape. Love funny, romantic stories? You
don't want to miss Jo Watson: 'The perfect choice for fans of romantic comedies' Gina's Bookshelf 'It was amazing, it
was hilarious' Rachel's Random Reads 'A
brilliant read from beginning to end'
Hopeless Romantics
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